This wine cooler should be serviced by a qualified technician. Be sure to have the unit **unplugged** while repairing the unit.

**Note:** The plastic cover might differ slightly than what is shown. You might have a silver clip that either runs horizontally from back to front, or run vertically from top to bottom.

1. With flat head screw driver, insert the tip underneath black lip and push into it. Once you have the leverage, pull it up. It should unhook.
2. The top piece is the overload (half white/black). The bottom piece is the relay starter (all black piece). Please take note of the colored wires: red wire to overload, white/blue combo wire to relay.

3. First remove the relay, gently wedge flathead between back of relay and compressor.
4. Remove the overload in same manner.

5. Install new overload. On the backside center, there is a circular receptacle for peg to slide into.
6. Install new relay in same manner. There are two holes on backside of relay, and the two lower pegs would slide into the back of relay.